In our ever more connected world, the critical importance of networks is becoming increasingly apparent in everything from ecological to financial systems, from social media to electricity grids. It is becoming clear, as recently demonstrated by the financial crisis, that the failure of single components can have drastic consequences for the whole system. (As Sporns drily puts it: "When networks fail, bad things tend to happen"). In order to begin to understand these ripple effects, the features and characteristics of underlying network architectures must be examined.

As Olaf Sporns elegantly propounds in his recent book, the human brain appears to be no exception. He suggests that the brain can be aptly regarded as a network, and that the framework and tools of network science have begun and will continue to provide necessary and timely insights into brain function and mental phenomena. Complex network science, he argues, is particularly suited to the study of the brain, a complex system composed of many interacting parts which together form structures and facilitate activity patterns that span a variety of spatial and temporal scales.

Key features of brain networks that are highlighted throughout the book include a delicate balance between segregation and integration, instantiated by a modular organization over several hierarchical levels that provides both adaptability to external demands and a certain robustness to system failure. Sporns emphasizes the central role that anatomical connectivity plays in constraining both resting and task-related function, and specifically the role of structural hubs -- large-scale brain regions with a preponderance of connections that tend to link disparate modules over large distances -- that play a critical part in shaping the brain\'s routine operations.

While the book covers an astonishing breadth of ideas, it does so by methodically forming a coherent narrative, building on intuitive understanding, and drawing from a wide body of research. From the basics of network architectures and small-scale neuroanatomy, we are ushered on to properties of large-scale anatomical structure, its small-world network organization, and constraints on its development and evolution. This examination of anatomical scaffolding forms the backdrop for the later chapters on the role of networks in spontaneous brain function, cognition, disease, and development. The book concludes by delving into the theoretical and philosophical: an account of computational models of brain dynamics and the determination of neural complexity is followed by a discussion of the brain\'s dependence upon and interaction with the immediate body and the further removed environment. On the backdrop of comprehensive research, Sporns promotes a surprisingly holistic account of brain organization and function, convincingly spinning the picture of a mental web before our eyes.

Sporns places the relatively young concepts of network science into the broader context of multiple disciplines (e.g., biology, psychology, philosophy, computer science) and multiple time scales (both present and past). The historical quotations that headline each chapter clearly demonstrate that many of these concepts are significantly older than we might expect, some reaching back to the nineteenth century or earlier. We begin to see how these concepts can form a framework in which to draw together mankind\'s knowledge of the brain in particular and understanding of the mind and consciousness more generally. Sporns emphasizes the central position that the focus on network structure facilitates a broad coalescence of the science of the brain.

"Networks of the Brain" provides a multifaceted intellectual tour in highly readable prose. In some 300+ pages, Sporns manages to delve into everything from minute neuroanatomy to large-scale callosal structure, from cancer genes (p53) to amyloid deposits in Alzheimer\'s disease, from the nematode to *Homo sapiens*, from computational models and pure theory to detailed experiments. He recounts in-depth histories of concepts from both the distant and more recent past: from graph theory (Euler, [@B1]) or Turing\'s (1952) theory of morphogenesis to the more recently proposed relationship between functional and structural connectivity (Koch et al., [@B2]). While providing the reader with a broad factual basis, Sporns freely offers -- albeit informed -- opinions on potentially controversial topics such as the whether or not the brain has evolved for optimality or on the relative importance of theories of neuroreductionism and emergence. The tome is heavily peppered with figures that range from original historical plates to contemporary redrawings of previous work to Sporns' own detailed constructions, some of them beautifully reprinted in color at the book\'s center.

Conspicuously lacking in this instructive scientific milieu are mathematical descriptions, e.g., of networks, network properties, and the computational models discussed in the later chapters. While in doing so, Sporns aims to make his book more understandable to all interested readers, those mathematically inclined would have likely gained a deeper intuition elsewise. Sporns does provide extensive references to original research articles that address the mathematics in more detail. However, the reader interested in a single reference on the mathematics of networks and network properties might appreciate, Mark Newman\'s comprehensive book "Networks: An Introduction."

On the whole, Sporns has done an excellent job making this book understandable and accessible for all intended readers, with or without a great deal of knowledge regarding either networks or neuroscience. Importantly, this achievement is not accomplished by sacrificing either depth or insight. This volume fills an important void by introducing the concept of networks to neuroscientists and neuroscience to network scientists. As such, it will likely be an important catalyst for new interdisciplinary efforts in this exciting and evolving field.
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